Lipoma of the greater omentum in a child
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Summary. Lipoma of the greater omentum is observed very rarely, particularly in the childhood. We report a case of large 10×11×8 cm asymptomatic lipoma of the greater omentum, which was diagnosed incidentally. Well-encapsulated mass with a homogeneous internal structure and high echogenicity – these signs of ultrasound and computed tomography allowed us to suggest a lipoma. At laparotomy lipoma of greater omentum in torsion was found. The excision of the tumor and omentectomy was performed. The histopathological diagnosis was lipoma with focal necrosis areas.

Introduction

Lipoma is a very common benign tumor, occurring throughout the whole body, while in general fat tissue tumors account for 6% of soft tissue tumors in the pediatric population (1). However, its incidence differs largely according to the organ, and lipoma of the greater omentum is very rare (2), almost exclusively described in case reports (1, 3–7).

Incidence of primary tumors of the greater omentum is also rare, nevertheless presenting with a wide range of pathology. The greater omentum mostly consists of the fat tissue with blood and lymphatic vessels involved. Therefore, in clinical practice there is a great variety of primary tumors of the greater omentum such as leiomyosarcoma, fibrosarcoma, hemangiopericytoma, liposarcoma, leiomyoma, lipoma, fibroma and mesothelioma (2, 8, 9). Among the above-mentioned tumors lipoma is probably the rarest one and only a few case reports were described in the literature (2). Even more seldom it is discovered in children (4). Usually lipoma of the greater omentum is an incidental finding with no clinical symptoms, sometimes discovered only at the autopsy (2). Rarely lipoma could cause the gastrointestinal complaints such as abdominal pain, nausea or vomiting. Those symptoms of acute abdomen usually occur due to the complication – torsion of the omentum (10, 11).

Lipoma of the greater omentum, as the other solid abdominal tumors, is easily discovered by the ultrasound (US), but for more precise localization and the internal structure of the tumor the computed tomography (CT) scan should be always performed. This is a case report of a greater omentum lipoma in a child.

Case report

Eight-year-old girl was consulted by a general practitioner (GP) due to fever of 38.5°C. Symptoms of viral infection were found; however, surprisingly the abdominal palpation revealed quite a big migratory mass. The US was performed, presence of the well-encapsulated tumor was confirmed and the patient was directed to the Center of Pediatric Surgery. At the examination the abdomen was soft, undistended, with no acute symptoms; however, there was a large palpable migratory tumor of 10×10 cm in diameter. The CT scan revealed a mass of 10×11×8 cm in size lying in the lower part of the abdomen and in the pelvis. The mass of a fatty consistence and sparse membranes inside had the defined borders. It dislocated the bowel upwards while the urinary bladder and the other pelvic organs were compressed. There was no inflammatory reaction from the surrounding tissue observed (Fig. 1). At laparotomy a 10×11×8 cm large tumor mass originating from the omentum was found. The lipoma was turned over its axis in 720 degrees. There were no clear symptoms of ischemia or tumor necrosis (Fig. 2). The mass was successfully removed together with the greater omentum. The postoperative course was uneventful. Histological examination showed that lipoma was composed of big mature adipose cells with the laterally displaced nuclei. The macro-
phages and giant cells with several nuclei were located near necrotic lipocytes. There were signs of inflammation (Fig. 3).

Discussion

Lipomas are composed of mature fat and are common mesenchymal tumors, however very little is known about their pathogenesis (12). They may occur in any part of the body but lipoma of the greater omentum is a rare finding, mostly described in case reports while the precise incidence is unknown (12). Most of the described intraperitoneal lipomas had an asymptomatic course and were discovered by accident (1–4, 13) and only a few cases presented with acute abdomen (7, 10, 11).

Abdominal pain or symptoms of intestinal obstruction could occur, if there is torsion of the mesenteric or the greater omentum lipoma (10, 11). We report a case of asymptomatic lipoma of the greater omentum diagnosed incidentally. Preoperatively the patient admitted only one short-lasting episode of abdominal pain, while the GP was consulted for symptoms of viral infection and fever. We would still call the course asymptomatic even though at the operation a torsion of the omentum by 720° was found. The torsion probably could have been intermittent so it did not provoke the clinical symptoms of acute abdomen since the blood supply was not severely disturbed. If the diagnosis of the abdominal mass is made on a random basis, all patients routinely undergo the US examination, but actually it could mostly serve as a screening method helping to differentiate the solid tumor from the cystic lesion (2, 3, 5, 6). The authors suggest performing a CT scan in order to obtain a better localization and evaluation of the tumor. Well-demarcated mass with a homogeneous internal structure and high echogenicity were the useful US and CT signs allowing us to suggest a lipoma. Some authors also propose the color Doppler US and the angiography. Those methods could supply with valuable information about avascular origin of the mass (1). Almost nobody performs the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan although from the theoretical point of view it could be very useful in diagnosis of adipose tumors. We think that the preoperative diagnosis is sufficient with US and CT scans since MRI, color Doppler US and angiography would not change the tactics of surgical treatment.

As regards the treatment of intraperitoneal lipomas all authors share the same opinion – it should be surgical. Technically intraperitoneal lipomas, particularly lipomas of the greater omentum are easily removed, tumor malignization is not common, therefore the operation itself is rather easy – excision of the tumor or/and omentectomy (4, 7, 10, 11, 13). We decided to perform excision of the tumor and omentectomy due to torsion of omentum.
Fig. 2. Intraoperative findings showing greater omentum mass in torsion

Fig. 3. The soft tissue composed of big mature adipose cells with the laterally displaced nuclei. The macrophages and giant cells with several nuclei (arrows) are located near necrotic lipocytes (H & E ×100)
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